Assignment of the vibrational modes of the chromophores of iodopsin and bathoiodopsin: low-temperature fourier transform infrared spectroscopy of 13C- and 2H-labeled iodopsins.
To investigate the chromophore structures of iodopsin and its low-temperature photoproducts, we have assigned their vibrational bands in the Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra using iodopsin samples that were reconstituted with a series of (13)C- and deuterium-labeled retinals. The analyses of the vibrational bands in the fingerprint and hydrogen-out-of-plane (HOOP) regions indicated that the structure of the chromophores in the iodopsin system differs near their centers from those in the rhodopsin system. Compared to rhodopsin, the chromophore of the batho intermediate of iodopsin is twisted in the C(12) to C(14) regions but is more planar around C(11) region. The large amount of twisting was reduced by removing the chloride ion from the iodopsin, suggesting that this twisting hinders the relaxation of the torsion near C(11) necessary for the transition to the lumi intermediate and thus results in the thermal reversion of the batho intermediate back to the iodopsin. From the analyses of the C=NH and C=ND stretching bands, we conclude that the displacement of the Schiff base region upon photoisomerization of the chromophore is restricted, as is the case for rhodopsin. These results indicated that iodopsin's chromophore has a unique structure near its center and that this difference is enhanced by the binding of chloride nearby.